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- MindTouch Structure

Manage site structure and page setup

- Analyze site structure
- Breadcrumb basics
- Discoverability and Findability
- Guided Content Framework
- Information Architecture in MindTouch
- Navigate interactive breadcrumbs (MT4)
- Recommended articles
- Related Articles feature (MT4)
- Reorder Pages
- Site structure examples (legacy version MT4)
- Site structure examples
- Structure your site for product versioning
- Structuring for various departments
• Classifications

Organize your MindTouch content with Classifications.

◦ Custom Classifications
◦ Page Classification Manager
◦ Page Classification report
◦ Recursive option for classifications
◦ Tags

• Permissions and Privacy

Configure permission and privacy levels on pages and sections within MindTouch to ensure that the right users have visibility to the appropriate content.

◦ Page access for file attachments
◦ Page Permissions
◦ Page Privacy - Restrict Access
◦ Restrict access to a New Page template
◦ Restrict who can edit templates

• Paths

MindTouch Paths organize a group of pages into a custom order with sequential navigation elements.
- Add a MindTouch Path to a guide
- Add a MindTouch Path to a page
- Automatically Expand Path on a page
- Best practices for creating MindTouch Paths
- Brand MindTouch Paths
- Change the URL of a MindTouch Path
- Create a MindTouch Path
- Delete a MindTouch Path
- Display paths via Contextual Help Touchpoint
- Edit a MindTouch Path
- Manage Paths
- Path searchability and navigation
- Revert to a previous version of a path
- Use MindTouch Paths in contextual help